
Introducing HELLO for Microsoft Skype, 
Facebook Messenger, Google Hangouts 

and Cisco WebEx 

 
Los Angeles, CA – Today, the Kickstarter campaign for HELLO, already over 700% funded, 
introduces a stretch goal to support Microsoft Skype, Facebook Messenger, Google Hangouts 
and Cisco WebEx for video conferencing.  
 
HELLO easily connects to any TV and provides an all-in-one, voice-controlled smart-home or 
office-device for video conferencing, wireless screen sharing, live broadcasting, security 
surveillance with motion detection, and more. HELLO works as an easy extension of the already 
feature-rich Solaborate platform - designed for both individuals and teams working remotely that 
expect high quality, ease of use, and functionally versatile experiences. 
 
In response to overwhelming requests from Kickstarter backers, HELLO will implement support 
for Microsoft Skype, Facebook Messenger, Google Hangouts and Cisco WebEx when the 
campaign reaches $300k. 
 

 
Backers will then be able to use the device’s native platform, Solaborate, or another existing 
video conferencing solution with HELLO. In addition to video conferencing, HELLO owners can 
take advantage of other functionalities built into HELLO, such as wireless screen sharing, live 
broadcasting, and security surveillance with motion detection, which are not available with 
Skype, Facebook, Google Hangout or Cisco WebEx. 
 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1658540583/hello-the-most-advanced-video-communication-device


“We have used services like Skype and Facebook Messenger on our laptops, phones, and 
tablets, but we always felt the user experience was lacking,” says Founder and CEO of 
Solaborate, Labinot Bytyqi. “With HELLO supporting these services, users will get far better 
sound and video quality, with a wide-angle camera lens, so everyone on the team can be seen. 
That’s in addition to voice control, wireless screen sharing, and extra features that all add up to 
a more powerful connection and a more professional presentation. HELLO takes good services 
and makes them great.” 
 
HELLO is engineered with an array of four smart Microphones, a 4K video sensor, and a quad-
core processor working together to guarantee that every person in the room is seen and heard 
clearly. HELLO also features both a built-in accelerometer and tilting lens, to ensure easy setup 
on any TV and that the image captured is of the highest quality. 
“This is a unique and powerful solution that combines hardware and software to break 
collaboration barriers in your office or home,” Bytyqi adds. 

 
 



About HELLO & Solaborate: supported by three teams and several collaborators, working on a 
global scale to make the technology and platform better every single day. Solaborate 
LLC  http://solaborate.com is a Los Angeles headquartered company founded in 2012. The 
platform took off as a professional networking service for the tech industry and quickly evolved 
into a large expansion of collaboration opportunities and tools for professionals across all 
industries.  Solaborate’s mission is to provide professionals and companies all the tools and 
services to be more productive and improve work-life balance.  
 

http://solaborate.com/

